
Aikawa Fiber Technologies Oy (AFT Oy) continuously monitors the development

trends of the pulp and paper industry and follows the legislation and policies of the

Finnish Technology Industry and Metal industry. Information of the market changes

and new technology requirements is shared with our global organization as we

constantly explore new ways to develop our operations.

AFT's Global Sustainability Principles have been incorporated into AFT Oy's business

and AFT Oy's values, policies and practices are based on AFT's Global Sustainability

Vision.

AFT’s vision of sustainability is to ensure long

term business viability through tangible value

contributions to our customers and to the communities in

which we work and live. AFT strives to do business in a

socially sustainable and responsible way.

We believe that sustainability must be an integral part of

our overall culture including:

• Our Products and Product Development process

• The people of AFT

• Our Operations - factories, offices and in the field

• Our supply chain selection process 

• Our corporate citizenship

AFT Promotes

Sustainabilty



Sustainability at AFT begins with our approach to product design and development.

This approach begins with Assessment - are we Building what matters? Does it matter to the

customer, to the environment and to society?

In the assessment phase, we begin to list specific values we are trying to achieve and how our core

competencies can get us there. Today these customer values translated into product attributes and

benefits are strongly driven by customer sustainability goals: using less energy; delivering more

capacity in a single unit of equipment; fiber recovery; reducing chemical use; waste reduction and

reducing water use are often at the top of the list.

Products and 

Product 

Development

Success Stories

A few examples of AFT’s impact on our customers’ 

environmental footprint include these recent 

developments:

• New GHC2 rotor has major impact on energy 

use

• Finebar low-intensity refining significantly drops 

refiner energy

• POM® white water system reduces water, 

chemicals and waste

• Continuous Detrashing with ADS screening 

reduces energy and saves fiber

Key Indicators:

• Environment Impact statements clear in product benefits

• Order rate for new products with environmental impact

• Supporting performance guarantees achievement

In Product Development, the next

consideration is Materials of

construction. In selecting materials,

we must find a balance between

application and technical needs vs.

environmental impact and cost in

manufacturing and customer

performance standards.

We look at the environmental impact that each choice may have in manufacturing, in our own

facilities or within our supply chain, as well as the ultimate environmental impact at the mill in day-

to-day operations and long term disposal. Simply put: the cradle to grave impact of our material

selection choices.

After all the planning, AFT begins to build the first prototypes, then tests these in a pilot facility to

quantify our objectives with real operational data. After pilot trials we move to mill trials to

confirm that we are meeting our customer’s impact expectations.



• Over 100 sales and applications people interacting with customers daily

• 6 manufacturing sites evaluating the environmental impact of new product manufacturability

• Safety programs in manufacturing and for field personnel

Our people are the core of AFT.  We respect and value our people and foster a 

culture where people have real day to-day impact.  We are a global company that has focused over the past few 

years in understanding how to maintain our local family culture while at the same time share in the great 

diversity we all bring globally. 

We have over 100 sales and applications people interacting with customers on a daily basis, helping to solve

technical challenges and find ways to improve resource use and older resource conservation by improving fiber

recovery, reducing energy, giving new capacity to an old screen, extending the life of refiner plates, as a few

examples.

Safety is an integral part of our Lean 

manufacturing approach to the work place.

We operate globally in our review of new product developments, in evaluating manufacturing impact to

environmental regulations and cost, and in looking at waste reduction to also improve cost. In all of these

areas the people at each of our six manufacturing sites provide feedback. We describe our approach as a

global, consolidated and best practices one- in terms of environmental impact because we develop

manufacturing processes that can work in all of our global locations. We broadly share product knowledge with

individuals across the organization, from sharing product information, drawings and manufacturing methods

on our Intranet sites to utilizing a global Customer Relationship Management (CRM) tool.

We believe in taking care of our people with company support in health care, retirement planning and most

importantly in our health and safety training. We have formal safety programs, training and continuous

improvement activities to make work more ergonomical, safe and streamlined.

Key Indicators:

• Employee retention

• Loss time accidents & sick days

• Annual performance reviews and 

succession planning

• Customer Satisfaction survey

The People

of AFT



When we do our Operations assessment, it is about assessing

manufacturability and our core competencies through Lean manufacturing processes. Although we

approach development on a global scale and share a company-wide drawing and manufacturing

methods bank, we tend to evaluate manufacturing locally and then share lessons learned globally,

through tools such as our global Customer Relationship Management system and centralized drawing

vaults. We see great innovation from this approach as it allows real involvement at the shop floor

level in the manufacturing process.

Operations

Although material options may be selected at the development level, the assurance of quality and

possible alternatives happens at the manufacturing level for a specific product. Material sourcing is

done both globally and locally with a common quality tracking system encompassing customer

complaints, internal challenges and supplier issues.

Another important element of material selection is in terms of the applications fit for the customer.

We regularly train our application and sales organization in product fit and process integration for

the best benefits return and are constantly developing and improving application selection tools,

such as our proprietary SIM Audit process simulation software. It is easy to provide a customer with

a price for something - but in our business the real work is in determining what we should price.

Providing the right tool or materials to address the customer's need is probably the best way to

avoid waste.

In our Lean manufacturing approach we

define our environmental “footprint” in

manufacturing and look at ways to

improve or eliminate what we call

waste. Common opportunities we find

in our waste evaluations and key

indicators include:

• Time

• Energy use

• Material waste

• Water and chemical use

Continuous improvement is imbedded

in our culture, with most facilities

ISO9001 certified, and one on the path

to it. We also are ISO14001 certified in

our European facility and evaluating the

benefits globally.



Supplier diversity comes a bit naturally in the AFT culture, as we are a relatively small

niche supplier. We cannot afford errors in our supply chain, so we expect value from our suppliers

in the overall supply chain.

Supply Chain

In our lean process work we consider a supplier as an integral part of the process and continuously

look at ways to improve. We evaluate new suppliers, we track quality issues and we compare like

vendors on a global basis. We leverage supply when we can - quality is always first, followed by on-

time delivery performance and landed costs. Landed costs are important to the environment

because they look past the raw product cost and consider the impact of transport, which can yield

significant environmental impact. We put a lot of value in how suppliers present themselves and

how they treat their people, knowing with our global locations we can simply ask in the local

language “Tell us about your work?”- we find that pride and employee involvement show clearly.

Supplier Expectations:

• Quality

• On-time delivery 

performance

• Landed cost

• Like-minded People 

practices

• Responsibility and 

professionalism

We have found supplier diversity to be an important factor for continuous improvement.

We simply do not believe in a single global source - first it is very risky but more

importantly we believe it is diversity that leads to new ideas and improvements. Every day

we find new ideas comparing practices among our own 6 facilities and adding a diverse

supply chain just increases learning and better practices that are captured and shared as a

part of our CRM system.



We tend to view our social responsibility close to our manufacturing hubs, in the

communities where we share space and our employees live.

Corporate

Citizenship

Our employees volunteer hours in the community and we support community events.

We encourage our professional people to share their talents with NGOs and non-profit

boards.
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